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h i g h l i g h t s

• We identified the general classification: vested interests and non-vested interests in competition systems.
• We use contrary behaviors: to be minority or majority to model the different characters between the informed and uninformed

investors.
• We find the periodic fluctuation competition inter- and intra-groups in the dynamic progress.

In this paper we analyze the contrary behaviors of the informed investors and uniformed
investors, and then construct a competition model with two groups of agents, namely
agents who intend to stay in minority and those who intend to stay in majority. We
find two kinds of competitions, inter- and intra-groups. The model shows periodic
fluctuation feature. The average distribution of strategies illustrates a prominent central
peak which is relevant to the peak-fat-tail character of price change distribution in stock
markets. Furthermore, in the modified model the tolerance time parameter makes the
agents diversified. Finally, we compare the strategies distribution with the price change
distribution in real stock market, and we conclude that contrary behavior rules and
tolerance time parameter are indeed valid in the description of market model.

1. Introduction

Nature is a huge complex system with many kinds of competitions and collaborations. Financial markets are typical
systems with competition, which play a very important role in modern economics. They have attracted many researchers
from various fields to study the mechanism including the stylized facts emerging from collective behavior underlying the
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Table 1
Rules of being winner or loser.

Un-agents In-agents

Winner In the majority side of in-agents In the minority side of un-agents
Loser In the minority side of in-agents In the majority side of un-agents

markets, such as peak-fat-tail non-normal behavior, long range correlation, and volatility clustering [1–3]. Unlike in many
physical systems,we have no directway to gain insights into the nature ofmicroscopic interactions in financialmarkets, thus
our understanding on their underlyingmechanism remains rather limited and ambiguous. As a result, approaches originally
developed to understand complex physical systems are adopted to analyze financial markets.

Among the existing approaches, agent-based approach has become one of the key tools, resembling many-body
interactions in physics [4–7]. Compared to conventional quantitative analysis, these approaches aim at revealing a
qualitative understanding on the mechanism underlying financial market. The minority game is such an example for
describing the competition systems [8,9]. While many interesting phenomena are observed in minority game, it failed
to provide a correct picture of the financial markets in other perspective. To make the models more like real financial
markets, various influence can be considered, such as relation network, information transmission, communication, and
learning progress etc. [10–12]. Various types of agents are alsomodeled, such as fundamentalists, chartists and noisy traders,
momentum traders and reverse momentum traders [13–15]. While the models become more realistic, they usually end up
being too complex for thorough understanding and analytical treatment. It is thus necessary to build an appropriate simple
model to study the inherent character of the financial markets.

Specifically, when an individual becomes a member of a group, her behavior may change to a behavior consistent with
the group, and is contrary to her original personal intention [16]. Similarly, in financial markets, groups and individuals may
have contrary aims. For example, in European andAmerica stockmarkets, the investors are classified into informed investors
and uninformed investors [15]. The informed investors exploit the insider information to make profits, they buy or sell, and
wish other investors to choose the opposite action (i.e. respectively sell or buy). In other words, the informed investors want
to take an actionwhereminority of the uninformed investors take. On the contrary, the uninformed investorswant to follow
the action of the informed investors, and the uninformed investors want to take an action where majority of the informed
investors take. Similarly, in the Chinese stockmarket, investors are classified into bankers and retailers, whose behaviors are
similar to those of the informed investors and the uninformed investors. In different systems, the classification of the two
opposite group is not the same, such as vested class and non-vested class, ruling class and ruled class, bakers and retailers,
etc.

In this paper, we will introduce a model where the agents (such as the informed and uninformed investors) perform
according to the former mentioned behaviors. These contrary behaviors of the two groups of agents lead to a hierarchy of
inter- and intra-community competition. Interesting phenomenon such as a periodic fluctuation of strategies among agents
is observed in the model. The distribution of strategies also shows a prominent central peak relevant to the characteristic
distribution of price change in stock markets. The model hence deepens our understanding of competition among investors
in stock markets.

2. Model

Specifically, we introduce N agents to simulate a competition system. The stock market is a typical financial competition
system, and we will construct the model based on the stock market concept. The investors are classified into informed
investors and un-informed investors in European market. Then the model consists of Ni informed agents (in-agents) and
Nu uninformed agents (un-agents). We set both Ni and Nu to be odd numbers to avoid a tie of on deciding the minority or
majority side, such that Ni +Nu = N is an even number. In themarket, it is bad thing for the informed investors that if many
uninformed investors see through what the informed investor are tend to do(or choose). Correspondingly, in the model,
in-agents and un-agents stand for two kinds of agents with different behaviors: in-agents try to hide their action from the
un-agents, and we model this behavior by rewarding in-agents if they take the same action as minority of the un-agents
take, otherwise they lose. On the contrary, un-agents try to follow the action of the in-agents, and we model this behavior
by rewarding un-agents if they take the majority action of the in-agents take, and otherwise they lose [17,18]. We denote
that the proportions of un-agents and in-agents among the whole population by ρu = Nu/N and ρi = Ni/N , respectively.

For all agents to make up their choices, each of them is characterized by a strategy(gene value) g , which is a random
number in [0, 1] [19–21]. In each time step, all agents choose ‘0’(such as ‘buy’) with a probability g , and ‘1’ (such as ‘sell’)
with a probability 1 − g . After all the agents have made a choice, one can obtain the number of un-agents who choose the
‘0’ or the ‘1’ actions, as well as the number of in-agents who choose the ‘0’ or the ‘1’ actions. An un-agent is rewarded with
one point r = 1 if she chooses the majority choice of the in-agents, and otherwise loses one point r = −1 [22–24]. On the
other hand, an in-agent is rewarded with one point r = 1 if she chooses the minority choice of the un-agents and otherwise
she loses one point r = −1. A summary is found in Table 1. At the end of each round, if an agent’s score falls below a critical
value d = −4, its strategy is replaced [19], by a newly drawn strategy in [0, 1], and the score is reset to zero.

Although the score counts the number of times an investor wins or loses, it does not directly represent profit. We do not
introduce ameasurement of profit to ourmodel since itwould lead us to definemany other rules and variables, such as funds,
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stocks, price etc., and corresponding rules, which will complicate the model. In our model, agents modify their strategies,
and different strategies have different lifetimes. If a strategy has not been replaced for a long time steps, the strategy has a
long lifetime. In this paper, wewill examine the strategy distribution, which is a distribution of strategies held by the agents
at a particular time instant. Strategies which show high occurrence in the distribution, e.g. a peak, are strategies with long
lifetimes. They can be considered as safe strategies, and conservative agentsmay like to keep the safe strategies for long time
steps. In other words, strategies with long lifetimes can be regarded as low risk or safe strategies, while the strategies with
short lifetimes can be considered as risky strategies in some extent. In systems to study competition, profit has a relation
with risk: high risk is usually associated with large profit, and low risk is usually associated with small profit [25,26]. Based
on the relations between strategies, risk and profit, we will only study the distribution of strategies to draw insights on the
distribution of risk and profit.

3. Simulation and analysis

Since there are un-agents and in-agents, we will show the strategy distribution separately for the two kinds of
agents. Since the agents’ strategies are replaced when their scores are lower than a threshold, the strategy distribution is
continuously updated, andwe thus show the strategy distributions as a function of time. Fig. 1 shows an example of strategy
distributions of the un-agents (a) and in-agents (b) for 80000 time steps after 2 × 106 time steps. Here, the total number
of agents is N = 10 000, the proportion of un-agents ρu = 0.5999. As long as the proportion of un-agents is not too small,
the strategy distributions are similar to Fig. 1 for a large range of ρu. On the other hand, when the proportion of un-agents is
small enough, the group character for un-agents disappears, and the strategy distribution for un-agents as a function of time
appears to be a discrete and random distribution (see Appendix B). That is when the number of un-agents is small enough,
their actions are short of collective and average behavior, which leads to a large fluctuation in the distribution of the agents.
In our model, there are two kinds of competitions: competition among agents and competition between the un-agents and
in-agents groups. When the proportion of the un-agents or the in-agents is very small, the group character disappears, so
in most cases latter we do not discuss the extreme cases in detail, and we will give some analysis about the extreme case in
Appendix.

First, we compare Fig. 1(a) and (b), the strategy distributions among the un-agents and in-agents respectively. Although
the behaviors of the two groups of agents are completely opposite, i.e. one group prefers minority while the other prefers
majority, yet it is interesting that their strategy distributions are similar, except for a phase shift. The phase of the strategy
distribution of the un-agents is ahead of that of the in-agents by a quarter period, where each period is composed of about
8000 time steps for this set of parameters. If Fig. 1(a) translates a quarter of period backward, the distribution becomes
almost the same with Fig. 1(b).

Because the two distributions only differ by a phase shift, we will analyze in detail the distribution in Fig. 1(a) only.
The most obvious and interesting characters are the periodic fluctuation and the prominent peak at the middle strategy. In
traditional Minority Game and its variants, competition exists among individual agents, such that every agents want to be
in the minority. While in our model, the competition does not only exist among individuals, but it also exists between the
two groups, i.e. between the un-agents and the in-agents groups. We can imagine that in each group there are both winners
and losers, and the ratio of the number of winners and losers in each group is fluctuating with time. When the success rate
in un-agents group is higher than the failure rate, the un-investor group is in an advantageous position. At the same time,
the failure rate in in-agents group must be higher than the success rate, and the in-agents group is in a disadvantageous
position, and vice versa. In other words, a large success rate in one groupmust be associated with a lower success rate in the
other group, creating a frustration between the two groups. In the long run, the two groups compete to be the advantageous
group in a periodic manner, and the strategy distributions of the two groups differ by a phase shift.

Other than the periodic behavior, we can also see from Fig. 1(a) that there is a peak at the middle strategy g = 0.5, so
we call the middle strategy as peak strategy to emphasize its stability in the distribution. To further understand Fig. 1,
we show in Fig. 2 the change of strategy distributions as a function of time of un-agents at different strategies g =
0.01, 0.45, 0.48, 0.49, 0.5. It can be seen that the strategy distributions are periodic, with a period of roughly T = 32 000
time steps. The proportion of strategies differ greatly from g = 0.5 oscillates with a larger amplitude, while the proportion
of strategies close to g = 0.5 oscillates with a smaller amplitude. At g = 0.5, the proportion of agents is high and almost
stable, which behaves like a stable peak. In the model, since the probability g to buy and the probability 1 − g to sell are
equal at g = 0.5, the agents with g = 0.5 have equal probability to win or lose since the occurrence nomatter which side is
more likely to be the winning side. On the other hand, the probability g to buy and the probability 1− g to sell are different
when the strategies are away from g = 0.5. At certain time, the agents with strategies away from g = 0.5 are more likely
to win, but after a period of time they become more likely to lose. In this case, agents with strategy different from g = 0.5
change their strategies periodically to keep up with the winning side. The larger the difference from g = 0.5, the more the
difference between the buying and selling probabilities, and the larger the amplitude of oscillation.

Fig. 3 shows the strategy distributions of un-agents at some typical time steps. The strategy distributions at the 0th and
the 16000th step are not symmetrical, but are mirror images to one another. It again shows the periodic fluctuation of
strategies, as the distribution develops into its mirror image as time evolve for half a period. The peak character at strategy
g = 0.5 in Fig. 3 corresponds to the peak observed in Fig. 1(a), which is relevant to the important universal character of a
central prominent peak in the stock price distribution in stockmarkets.More discussionwill be given laterwhenwedescribe
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Fig. 1. The strategy distributions of the un-agents (a) and in-agents (b) along the time steps and gene values. N = 10 000, ρu = 0.5999.

Fig. 2. The strategy distributions of the un-agents along the time steps at some special gene values. N = 10 000, ρu = 0.5999.
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Fig. 3. The strategy distributions of the un-agents along the gene values at some typical time steps. N = 10 000, ρu = 0.5999.

Fig. 4. The average strategy distributions of the un-agents and the in-agents. N = 10 000.

Fig. 7. In Fig. 3, the peak in the distribution is almost stable over time, while the two ends of the distribution go up and down
in reverse directions like the seesaw.

4. Simulation and discussion

Compared to previous results which show the strategy distributions as a function of time, Fig. 4 shows the time-averaged
distributions of un-agents Pu and in-agents Pi for different ratios of un-agents. Here, the total number of agents isN = 10 000.
There are four major observations. First, the agents congregate around the peak strategy (g = 0.5). It means that the peak
strategy has a longer lifetime than the other strategies. Second, the time-averaged strategy distributions are almost the same
for the un-agents and the in-agents. Third, the time-average strategy distributions are almost the same for a large range of
proportion of the un-agents (ρu = 0.1999, 0.4999, 0.7999) as long as ρu is not too small. When the proportion of un-agents
is very small, their actions are not from a collective behavior which lead to a discrete distribution (see Appendix B). In a
word, the strategy distributions are robust against a wide range of parameters, such as the proportions of the un-investor.

What is the key mechanism in the model which leads to the central prominent peak in the strategy distribution? As we
know, a prominent peak and fat tails are observed among the price change distribution in many real stock markets, which
suggest that this behavior is independent on the initial conditions and the characteristics of the stockmarkets, and is induced
by the inherent market mechanism. In Fig. 4, the strategy distributions with peak non-normal character are independent of
the proportions of the two groups of agents, since the two groups only interact and communicate through their collective
action, and a large enough group which leads to a reliable collective behavior within the group is already sufficient to lead
the overall model dynamics. Compared to the widely studiedmodel of EvolutionaryMinority Game (EMG) [19], the strategy
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Fig. 5. The strategy distributions of the un-agents along the time steps and gene values. N = 10 000, ρu = 0.5999, K = 10 000.

Fig. 6. The average strategy distributions of the un-agents and in-agents for different cases. K = 10 000.

distribution is ‘U’ shape with the same parameters, different from the observed peak of the strategy distributions in the
present model. The main difference between the two models is that there are two kinds of agents in our model and they
compete to be either in the minority or the majority side of the other group, which is different from the simple one-group
competition to be in theminority side in EMG. The competition between the twogroups in ourmodel is important to produce
the peak in the strategy distribution.

5. Modified model

As we have seen, the two groups win alternately in a periodic manner, such that the agents in the advantageous group
maywin for a large number of time steps, and those in the disadvantageous groupmay lose for a large number of time steps.
The winners in one group then become losers in the next period, who then become the winners again in the coming period.

Nevertheless, the mechanism by which the agents change their strategies may seem unrealistic. For example, if an agent
is in the advantageous group and wins for a large number of time steps (e.g. 1000 time steps), his score becomes a large
number (e.g. 1000). Then, if the advantageous group becomes the disadvantageous group in the coming period, the agent
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Fig. 7. The semi-log strategy distributions of all agents P as a function of gene values for different K (a–d), and four semi-log index difference distributions
in real markets (e–h).

loses for a large number of time steps (e.g. 1005 time steps) until his score decreases gradually below the critical value
d = −4. In reality, agents would not wait for such a large number of losing time steps until their scores are below the critical
value before changing their strategies. Thus, the original mechanism for changing the strategies may seem unrealistic. As a
result, we add a newmechanism for the agents to change their strategies: if an agent i loses continually for ki time steps, the
agent changes his strategy. Taking into account the heterogeneity of agents, different agents have different tolerance times
ki. For simplicity, the tolerance times are drawn from a uniform distribution [1, K ], where K is a parameter to produce the
investor’s tolerance time ki.

6. Simulation and analysis

By implementing the new rule inmodifying the strategy, Fig. 5 shows the strategy distribution of the un-agents for 80000
time steps after 2×106 time steps at K = 10 000. Since the strategy distribution of the in-agents is similar to that of the un-
agents, and we only show the strategy distribution of the un-agents as an example. Compared with periodic fluctuation in
Fig. 1, such periodic dynamics does not exist in Fig. 5. In addition, the peak in the strategy is also obvious in Fig. 5. The reason
is that by implementing the new rule, the agent has more freedom to change his strategy at any time during the simulation,
and the periodic dynamics disappears seemingly when the number of agents in each group is large enough. Actually, the
periodic character does not disappear in nature (see Appendix). In the modified model, agents can switch their strategies
more frequently which favor the peak of strategies at g = 0.5. Fig. 6 shows the time-averaged strategy distributions for
different cases. It can be seen that with the same parameter K , the average strategy distributions are similar for un-agents
(left column) and in-agents (right column), and the different number and proportion of un-agents and in-agents.

In our model, the total number of agents N may correspond to the scale of the market. We observe that when N is large
enough, the stable strategy distribution is achieved from different system size N , suggesting that the market behaviors
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Fig. 8. The win probability of the agents in original model (a) and modified model (b) at different lifetimes. N = 10 000, ρu = 0.5999.

are independent of large market scale. This is consistent with empirical observations. On one hand, there are many self-
governed stock markets with different scale, yet the price difference distributions in different stock markets have similar
characters. Moreover, as long as the proportion of un-agents is not extremely small, the strategy distributions converge to
the universal distribution which is consistent with the observations in real markets. On the other hand, self-governed stock
markets have different characteristics, such as the proportion of various agents, un-investor and in-investor, and yet the
emergent macroscopic behaviors are always similar.

Fig. 7(a)–(d) show the strategy distributions of all agents P in a semi-log scale at different values of K . The shapes of these
distributions are compared to those in Fig. 7(e)–(h), which show several examples of the distribution of index changes in
semi-log scale obtained from real markets. These distributions of index changes are computed at a one-day interval using
the daily closing prices in S&P 500 index (from 1975.1 to 2014.9), Shanghai index (from 1990.12 to 2014.9), DAX index (from
1990.11 to 2014.9), and Nikkei index (from 1984.1 to 2014.9). Although the two distributions are different in nature, their
shapes are similar and are indeed relevant to one another. In Fig. 7(a)–(d), the strategies around g = 0.5 are conservative
strategies, which are less risky butmay lead to less profit. On the other hand, the strategies at the two ends of the distribution
aremore risky strategies, andmay lead to larger profit or loss. While in Fig. 7(e)–(h), small index changesmay correspond to
the occurrence of small returns, while larger index changes correspond to larger profit or loss. As a result, the two seemingly
different distributions are related to one another. This further suggests that our simplemodel can indeed capture the essence
of competition between informed and uninformed agents in stock markets.

7. Conclusion

In summary, we introduced a model to reveal the competition between informed and uninformed agents in stock
markets. These two groups of agents compete within and between the groups in the model, leading to an interesting
dynamics of alternating winning and losing period for both groups. By measuring the distribution of the strategies among
the agents, we found that the less risky strategies aremuchmore popular than themore risky butmore profitable strategies.
Such behaviors are robust against the system size as well as the proportion of informed and uninformed agents. Finally, we
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Fig. 9. The strategy distributions of the un-agents (a) and in-agents (b) along the time steps and gene values in the originalmodel.N = 10 000,ρu = 0.0009,
d = −4.

draw relevance between our results and the price change distribution in real stockmarkets, and draw insights to explain the
prominent central peak in the empirical distributions. Our results suggest that the introduced model captures and reveals
the essence of complex competition in stock markets.
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Appendix A. How can the new strategies compete with old ones?

In the model, scores are cumulative quantities, but when a strategy is replaced with a new one, the agent’s score is reset
to zero. How can the new strategies compete with old ones? To illustrate this question, we calculate the win probability
PW of the strategies at different lifetimes tl, where small lifetime means that the strategy is a new strategy. Fig. 8(a) and
(b) show the win probability of strategies at different lifetimes for the original model and the modified model, respectively.
In Fig. 8, the win probability for new strategy is about 0.5, and it increases very soon and then decreases etc. There is a
periodic character for win probability PW . The new strategy is a random number is the range [0, 1] which is symmetry, so
the win probability for new strategy is 0.5. The score of a new strategy is zero, the score of a bad strategy will soon decrease
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Fig. 10. The strategy distributions of the un-agents (a) and in-agents (b) along the time steps and gene values in the modified model. N = 10 000,
ρu = 0.0009, d = −4, K = 10 000.

to the critical value d, i.e. the bad strategy will soon be replaced and the good new strategy survives. After a while the win
probability will increase. But the competition is dynamic, the good situation for a strategy at this time will change to a bad
situation later, then after some time steps the win probability will decrease, and so forth. The difference between Fig. 8(a)
and (b) is that there are many periods in Fig. 8(a) and limited period in Fig. 8(b). The reason is that the lifetime of a strategy
in modified model is more limited than that in the original model. For Fig. 8(b), the large lifetime is about 4000 time steps.
So when the lifetime is large enough, there are very few agents, and the average error is very large which can be seen from
Fig. 8(b).

Appendix B. The extreme case: the strategy distribution when ρu is very small

For better understanding of the extreme case of our model, Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the strategy distribution for the
original model and the modified model at ρu = 0.0009. The note is that in the extreme case the strategy distributions are
different for un-agents and in-agents. Therefore, the strategy distributions for un-agents (Figs. 9(a) and 10(a)) and in-agents
(Figs. 9(b) and 10(b)) are shown separately. The reason for the difference is that the average error is very large for the group
with very small number of agents. In the extreme case, the strategy distribution for un-agents is random (see Figs. 9(a) and
10(a)). Because the un-agents compete with the in-agents, the average error will infect the strategy distribution of in-agents
too. For example, in the modified model, the strategy distribution of the in-agents show period character (see Fig. 10(b))
which is different from that at middle ρu (shown in Fig. 5). The reason is that the period character of the un-agents is short
of average when ρu is small, and results in the reappearance of the periodic strategy distribution of the in-agents.

Besides the periodic character in Figs. 1–3, we can see from Fig. 8 that the win probability with different lifetimes shows
periodic character, that is to say the judgement of a strategy changeswith time,which depends on thewhole situation. Based
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on Figs. 9 and 10, in the extreme case, the strategy distributions of the in-agents show periodic character too. Especially,
Fig. 10(b) shows periodic character in the modified model too. In a word, the periodic character is important in our model
including the modified model. The period character in this paper is the dynamic process of the model, it can be seen from
Figs. 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 and 10. Based on these figures, we can imagine the periodic dynamic process. Themodel is composed of two
groups of agents with contrary behaviors. The contrary behaviors will drive the model fluctuate periodically, i.e. no group
will always be in the advantage. That is the competition.
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